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call whom it may concern:
Be it known that WILLIAM. H. AKN's
and J. D. FELTHOUSEN, of Ithaca, in the
county of Tompkins and State of New York,
did obtain Letters Patent for an invention of

dle and shuttle so that the shuttle enters be

tween the needle and its thread, while the nee

dle is arrested after a short retrograde move
ment, as hereinafter described; also, in the
employment, in a sewing-machine, of a table
which presents a surface for the support of
the cloth on every side of or all around the
needle, in combination with a feeding device;
also, in the use of a circular rest, 2.0', applied
in front of the machine, substantially as de
scribed, for the purpose of supporting articles
of hollow form and affording convenience for
sewing all around them; also, in so operating
the needle by a device hereinafter to be de
cribed as to bring it up with a sudden jerk after
the stitch has been formed, for the purpose of
tightening the stitches, after the manner of
hand-sewing; also, in producing friction upon
or gripping the needle-thread between the seam
and the bobbin or its equivalent, from which
the thread is supplied to it by a device, and for
the purposes hereinafter specified.
The said invention further consists in the .
combination, in the same machine, of mechan
ism for the purpose of producing a more per
fect and effective sewing-machine than any
previously known or used for sewing a contin

certain Improvements in Sewing-Machines;
and that I, JAMES G. WILSON, of the city,
county, and State of New York, have had as:
signed to me the full and exclusive right to the
said invention as secured to the said AKINS
and FELTHOUSEN by the said Letters Patent;
and I do hereby declare that the following is
a full, clear, and exact description of the same,
reference being had to the accompanying draw
ings, fortning part of this specification, in
which
Figure 1 represents a view from the rear of
the machine with a portion of the parts on the
opposite side removed. Fig. 2 is a view of the
front of the machine with a portion of the
lear (which is represented in Fig. 1) removed.
Fig. 3 is an end view from the left of the ma
Chine. Fig. 4 is a top view of the interior of
the machine, taken underneath the table and
shield. Fig. 5 is a top view of the machine
with the table and shield in place. Fig. 6 is a
view exhibiting the parts underneath the table
of the machine astley would be seen on the uous and other seams.
renoval of the left-hand end of the box in
To enable those skilled in the art to make
which they are inclosed. Fig. 7 is a view of the and use the invention, I will proceed to de
shuttle,
taken on the side which- works next the scribe its construction and operation.
needle.
On a column, A, erected upon the stand or
Siunilar letters of reference indicate corre bed-piece of the machine, is arranged an axle,B,
sponding parts in the several figures.
which carries the main driving-wheel C, which
The said invention consists in the employ may be turned by the handle E or driven by
ment, in combination with a flat surface any other suitable means, and which carries a
which supports the cloth or other material to belt, D, running over and driving a pulley, F,
be sewed and a reciprocating needle for the which is fast on a horizontal shaft, G, which
purpose of feeding the cloth or other material carries a cam, s, to be hereinafter more fully
to be sewed, of a rotating toothed wheel or described, for driving down the needle through
other equivalent device which does not re the cloth and governing its retraction there
quire the attachment to it of the cloth, and a from, and a fly-wheel, H, which has on its pe.
holder which holds the cloth against the said riphery a cam, I, for operating the feeding ap- feeding device with a yielding pressure; also, paratus, and has attached to one of its arms a
in providing for the operation of such means wrist-pin, (t, for operating the shuttle-driving
of feeding in such manner as to render it capa apparatus. The said shaft G is fitted to bear
ble of moving the cloth from either right to ings in uprights VW, which are secured to a
left, or vice versa, and of reversing the direc. horizontal plate, X, supported upon and firmly
tion of the movement at the pleasure of the secured to a plar, Y, standing on the top of
operator; also, in a manner of effecting and the stand or bed-piece of the machine.
controlling the relative movements of the nee Through the center of the stand or bed-piece
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there
passes the horizontal shaft k", Figs. 1, 2, der that the said cloth-holder may bear upon
4, and 6, which carries the toothed feeding the material all round the needle or on both
sides of a plane passing through the needle

wheel k', and which has its bearing in a bar,
i", Fig. 1, in the rear of the stand, and in a bar,
m', in the front thereof. The toothed feeding
wheel k'is so arranged and applied that its
toothed peripherical surface projects upward
through a slot or opening of suitable size in
the bearing-surface on which the cloth or ina
terial to be sewed is supported during the
sewing operation, just far enough to catch the
under side of the said material when the latter
is held in contact with it by suitable pressure
applied above it, and to enable it to move the
said material along the said surface by its rev
olution. This bearing-surface may be either
the exterior of a circular-shaped rest, c', Figs.
2, 3, and 5, attached to the front of the bed

parallel with the plane of revolution of the
feed-wheel, it has a lole provided in it just
large enough for the needle to pass through.
On the rear end of the feedling-wheel shaft
is secured a rag-wheel, , and close to this wheel
an arm, o', is fitted to the said shaft. To the
said arm o' is attached a pawl, p', which en
gages with the said rag-wheel for the purpose
of producing the necessary movement of the
shaft for feeding the material to be seWed, as
will be presently described.
On the extreme end of the arm o' is placed
a friction-roller, q', which is struck by the can
I on the fly-wheel H during every revolution
of the latter, and thereby caused to move the
pawl p' over the teeth of the rag-wheel, at the
same time elongating a spiral spring, "', which
connects the said arm o' with the pillar A of
the machine, and after the cam passes the

piece of the machine in such a manner as to
incase the feed-wheel like a box; or it may be
the upper surface of a flat table, act, which
forms a continuation of the plane upper sur
face of the bed-piece of the machine. Either roller the pawl catches into the teeth of the
the table ac' or the rest of provides a support rag-wheel n', and the contraction of the spring
draws tie arm o' in the opposite direction
for the cloth all around the needle and the op
erating-surface of the feed-wheel.
to that in which it was moved by the cam, and
The rest w" is principally intended to be causes the pawl to move the rag-wheel the nec
a used in sewing curved seams in artieles of cir essary distance to cause the toothed wheel k'
cular or hollow forms-such, for instance, as to feed the material the necessary distance for
those arouill coat sleeves or all taloons, and the length of a stitch. The pawl p' is a double
the seams of boot-legs-and the flat table a one-that is to say, has a tooth at each end
for sewing straight seams and such curved and it is attathed to the arms of midway be
seams as can be sewed on a flat surface. The tween its teeth or extremities by a pin which
table a' has to be removed when the rest of passes through the said arm, and which has
is to be used, and for that purpose is attached secured to its othered an arm, S', which pro
to the bed-piece of the machine by do Well-pins jects downward, and which has at its lower
y' y'. The feeding-wheel should operate end a socket, (shown by dotted lines in Fig. 1,)
as close as practicable to the needle.
into which socket fits loosely the end of a pin,
2' is what I term the “cloth-holder,” con t", which plays through an oscillating guide, ',
sisting of a small late attached to a forked formed in a projection, ', on the arm o'.
arm, which is connected with the pillar Y by Around the pin it is a spiral sprig, (see Fig.
center screws or hinges, and which has a spriug, 1,) the upper end of which is secured to the
f, applied to it in such a manner as to exert a upper part of the pin, and the lower end of the
downward pressure upon it to make it bear said spring bears upon the. Oscillating guide
upon the cloth or other material with sufficient it', the whole forning a spring-toggle for per
force to confine it to the part of the toothed mitting the pawl to be turned or adjusted to
surface of the feeding-wheel which projects bring either tooth or extrenity of the pawl
above the surface of the table a' or rest ('; into gear with the rag-wheel to provide for
but the said spring allows the said cloth-hold. driving it in either direction, the spring hold
er to yield to permit the passage under it of ing it in gear wien so a justed. By this means
cloth of differentor varying thicknesses. This the cloth or other material is permitted to be
cloth-holder has the surface which bears upon moved under the needle fron) left to right, or
the laterial male quite smooth, in order that vice versa, by moving the toggle, which has
the material may slide freely under it. when been found practically of great convenience
moved by the revolution of the feeding-wheel, and utility, as it allows double or paallel
and this surface being smooth, and the teeth seams to be sewed without citting the thread
of the feed-wheel being made only prominent or changing the material end for eld in the
enough to catch the cloth, and not to peuetrate machine, and, besides, enables the operator al
through it, perinit the material to be turned ways to dispose of the bulk of material out.
by hand in any direction without interfering side of the line of sewing by turning it from

with the feed for the purpose of sewing curved

seams or performing fancy stitching of various

instead of into or toward the machine.

It ray also be renarked in this connection
designs. The said cloth-holder has its bear that in sewing back and forth, and also in
ing-surface larger than is necessary to confine sewing curved seams, it is necessary that the
the material to the feed-wheel, as it serves, pressure-pad or cloth-holder should be made

also, to prevent the needle from raising up the so as to press on the cloth on all sides of the
material in drawing up the stitch; and in or- needle, since if a very small opening or slit
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were left in the cloth-holder the cloth would whose upper end passes through an eye to a

be liable to catch or be wrinkled up when sew curved arm, e', which passes freely through
the needle-har, and which has a spiral spring
coiled round it and applied in such a manner
as to draw its eye toward the needle-bar. The
thread on its way from the spool A to the eye
of the needle passes through the eye of the
curved spring-arm e', between the said eye and
the arm d".
On the upright arm d is a wedge-shaped or
cam-like projection, f, which, as it descends
with the needle-bar, strikes against a friction
roller, g, Fig. 2, on a spring-arm, h, Fig. 3,
thereof, and a recess immediately behind said which is secured to the plate X before men
eye for the purpose of affording an entrance tioned, and forces out the said arm d' in the
for the point of the shuttle between the said arc of a circle, and , thereby strains or con
needle and the thread which it carries, and tracts the spring on the curved arm e', and by
When the needle is in proper place in the that means causes the tbread which is passing
needle-bar a nut, c', is screwed onto the end through the eye of the said curved a run to be
of said needle-bar for the purpose of holding clamped by the fiction of the upright arin d'
the needle in place. The needle-bar has an upon it. The spring on the curved arm et al
arm, , passing through and secured to it, and ways causes some friction to be produced on
the said arm carries belind the bar a friction the thread passing through its eye, but most
roller, ac, Fig. 3, upon which the cam, rotat of the time the needle is at its lowest position.
ing in the direction of the arrow shown in The object of this friction upon the thread be
Fig. 2, operates tu drive down the needle tween the spool and the seam is to keep it
through the cloth and govern its retraction under control and prevent any more being
therefrom, which is effected by a spiral spring, drawn off from the spool than is necessary to
t, one end of which connects with the arm produce the stitch, so that the thread for the
and the other with a goose-neck on the top of . successive stitches may be drawn from the
the upright 20, the said spring keeping the spool in measured length by the act of mak
friction-roller c in contact with the can until ing the stitches.
the needle is drawn up clear of the cloth, when The rollier g' may be so adjusted that the
the friclion-roller at is suddenly drawn into a wedge-shaped or cam-like projection f on the
recess, a, Fig. 2, in the cam, allowing the arm d may be acted upon at the proper time
spring to suddenly contract and jerk the needle for producing the greatest friction or pressure
thread to tiglaten up the stitch. The needle on the threat by means of a set-screw, i, Fig.
bar is arrested in its upward notion by com 3, screwing through the plate X and bearing
ing in contact with the end of a set-screw fit upon the spring-artin l', so that the spring-art
w
ted into an arm, 2, attached to the upright W, h' may be raised or lowered.
and this screw may be adjusted to arrest the The thread, instead of passing through the
needle in a higher or lower position, according eye of the curved sprig - arm e, may pass
as the tickness of the cloth is greater or less. through a hole near the end of the spring-arm
The can s is so formed with a step, as shown h', in Inediately over the set-screw i, and be
at a', Fig. 2, that after it has forced the needle held by the friction of sail set-screw on said
clown to the lowest position it permits it to arm, and thence through the slot in the end of
rise or make a retrograde movement very stad the needle-bar Z to the eye of the needle.
denly, and from this step it is concentric with The shuttle U travels in a straight raceway,
the shaft G for a considerable distance, so that T, which is so arranged that the straight nee
by its continued revolution in contact with the dle works in a recess, In, Fig. 4, provided in
roller it it arrests the needle-bar for some one side thereof, and through a hole in the
time, during which the point of the shuttle bottom thereof. The recess on is just large
U passes between the needle and tile thread enough to receive the needle, the sile of the
willch lies beside it. By the slight retrograde shuttle-race in which it is formed being flat,
movement above mentiulied the needle aud and its object is twofold-viz., first, to preveut
thread are brought to a more favorable posi the needle interfering with the flight of the
tion for the shuttle to pass between them, and shuttle, and, second. to prevent the thread
by the arrest of the needle the needle-thread, windling round the needle or getting out of a
which is represented in blue color, is pre favorable position for the shuttle to pass be
Vented having ally upward movement, which tween it and its thread. The raceway is ex
might interfere with the entry of the shuttle hibited in Figs. 4 and 6 and the recess m in
between it and the needle. The thread issup. Fig. 4. The shuttle is made hollow, and with
lied to the needle froin a spool, A', which the open side, which woks next the flat side
- turns ou a spindle attached to the upright W. of the raceway in which the recess m is formed,
The needle-bar Z has hinged to it at a short perfectly straight, and the other three sides
distance above the needle an arm, d", which sloped off to for in a thin and pointed or nearly
extends upward beside the needle-bar, and pointed front extremity, capable of elitering

ing curved seatins, &c., by being caught against
the edge thereof.
m
The upright W, before mentioned as con
taining one of the bearings of the shaft G, is
extended upward above the said shaft, and has
attached to it an arm, y, which contains one of
the guides for the upright needle-bar Z, an
other guide for the said bar being provided
in the plate X. This bar has its lower end
slotted and bored out to receive the straight
needle b", which has its eye in or near the end
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freely between the needle and its thread. The spring, and the connecting-rod, in returning,

rear extremity of the shuttle may be square or
rounded. On the inside of the shuttle is placed
a spindle, n, for carrying the locking-thread,
which is represented in green color, the said
spindle being secured in place by a nut, o, in
rear of the shuttle, on the outside thereof, as
shown in Fig. 7.
In the front part of the inside of the shuttle
is a bar, p, through a hole in which passes the
shuttle-thread, which passes from thence be
hind a spring, , on the side of the shuttle,
also in the inside, and then through a hole in the
top of the shuttle, as shown in Fig. 4. The
thread is drawn off from the spindle length
wise, and by this means obviates the necessity
of a bobbin on the spindle and admits of the
use of a smaller shuttle.

The bar and spring above mentioned afford
sufficient friction on the thread to prevent, it

from drawiing off any faster than it is required
for catching the needle-thread and forming its
part of the stitch.
The shuttle is driven in the following man
ner: The wrist-pin a, before mentioned, is coin
nected by a rod, J, with an artin, K, secured to
the rear end of a sliaft, L, having its bearing
at that end in a bolster, M, secured to the
outside of the bed-piece of the machine, said
shaft passing through the bed-piece and hav.
ing its opposite end resting in the opposite
side thereof, and which said connecting-rod
gives to said shaft La vibrating motion. To
the shaft L is secured an arin, N, which is
slotted in its end to receive one end of the con
necting-rod O, which is attached by a joint
pin. The other end of said connecting-rod O
is also slotted, and receives one end of the
driving-bar P, Fig. 4, which is attached by a
pin, b. On the connecting-rol O is arranged
a collar, c, against Which rests one end of a
spiral sprling, d, the other end of which rests
against and travels in the slot in the connect
ing-rod, and is forced up tight by said spring
(l against the pin b, so that the said pin will
carry the driving-bar P back and forth as it is
operated upon by the connecting-rod until
the driving-bar P strikes against the end of a
set-screw, Q, in the end of the bed-piece of the
machine, when the spiral spring will be per
unitted to yield by the key e and pin b passing
through the slot in the connecting-rod, which
allows a continuous motion of the connecting
rod to be kept up, while the driving-bar P,
and consequently the shuttle which it drives,
remain for a molment stationary, so that the
needle may draw up that portion of the stitch
inade simply by passing the shuttle through
between the needle and its thread. After the
- connecting-rod has made its entire stroke and
is returned by the operation of the arm N, to
which it is attached, the spiral spring d ex
pands, forcing up the key e and pin b through
the slot before described until they reach the
end of the said slot, (which slot, or rather the
end of said slot, is represented by a dotted

brings back the driving-bar and the shuttle
with it. By means of the set-screw Q before
mentioned the distance which the shuttle shall
travel and then stop may be regulated so that
it shall only move far enough to clear the
needle, or the precise time it shall remain still
may be regulated to suit the motion of the
needle, when the movement of the latter is ad
justed by the set-screw provided for that pur
pose, for sewing thicker or thinner material.
The driving-bar P is guided in its proper
direction by and moves in a support, f, fast
ened to the inside of the bed-piece of the ma
chine in rear of the shuttle, and its front end
isandbent
down at right angles to the said bar
slides in a groove in a support, g, which
is hinged to the bottom of the bed-piece of the
machine by the hinge S, and behind which
support is a spring, R, for keeping it close up
against the side of the machine,
The hinge and spring are for the purpose of
allowing the said support to be pushed back
to permit the pointed arms i i, by whose
agency the bar IP drives the shuttle, to be
pushed back, so as to draw the points of Sail
arms out of the holes provided in the sihuttle
to receive them, (one of said holes being rep
resented by dotted lines in Fig. 6,) when it
becomes necessary to take out the shuttle for

the removal of the thread therein, and Whell
up the arms i i into place again.
On the rear of the support g is secured a
curved guide, h, along which move the arms i
i, said arms being notched near their rear end,
as shown in Fig. 6, so as to span said guide
and be governed in their novements by it.
The said arms are fitted to Work through a
slotted sleeve, k, which is secured to the driv
ing-bar P, and by that means their points are
permitted to be moved into and drawn out
from the holes or recesses provided in the
back side of the shuttle to receive them, as
they are directed by the curve in the guide h.

the shuttle is replaced the said spring R forces

The arms i i are caused to be carried by the
driving-bar by being fitted to notches therein.

The curvel in the guide his for drawing
the arms i i alternately out of the shuttle for
the purpose of allowing them to pass or step
over the needle-thread as the shuttle passes
between the needle and its thread, and when
the said a rins come to the straight part of the
guide h they are immediately entered again,
so that one of said arms is always in posi
tion to drive the shuttle. The curve in the
guide is made immediately opposite the needle,
so as to draw back the arm at that point.
To provide for the removal of the shuttle
from the raceway, a slot is provided in the ta
ble a' above the race Way, and this slot is fit
ted with a novable plate, Y, which may be in
one or more pieces, and which, when in place,
has its upper surface flush with the upper sur
face of the table a', so as to constitute in effect
a portion of the said table. When this plate

line in Fig. 4.) Where they are held by the said is removed and the pointed armsii are thrown
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back the shuttle may be taken out; but when
the plate is in place and the machine in oper
ation the said plate protects the shuttle-race
from dirt and prevents the cloth or material
being sewed from interfering with the shuttle.
The seam produced in this machine has the
shuttle-thread running directly through the
loops of the needle-thread or wound round each
loop, according to the direction of the feed
movement. When the feed movement is in
the opposite direction to that in which the
shuttle enters between the needle and its
thread the sluttle-thread is left running di
rectly through the loops of the needle-thread;
but when the feed movement is in the reverse
direction the shuttle-thread is left wound once
round each loop of the needle-thread, making
a stitch of quite different character.
I do not claim the use in a sewing-machine
of an eye-pointed needle or a shuttle or the
combination of the eye-pointed needle and
shuttle, as that combination is described in
the patent of Fisher aind Gibbons, dated 1844,
and will be found among the English patents;
but I will proceed to state what I claim as as
signee of WILLIAM HAKINs and JACOB I).
FELTHOUSEN,
and desire to secure by Letters
Patent.
1. The employment, in combination with a
reciprocating needle and a flat surface which
supports the material to be sewed, of a rotat
ing toothed feeding-wheel or other equivalent
feeding device to which the cloth is not at
tached, and a holder which holds the mate
rial against the said feeding device with a
yielding pressure, substantially as and for the
purposes herein specified.
2. The combination of a toothed feed-wheel
or its equivalent with a driving apparatus
which provides for its operation to feed the
material to be sewed either from right to left,
or vice versa, and to reverse the direction of
the feed without stopping the machine, sub
stantially as and for the purpose herein de
scribed.
3. The above-described devices for effecting
and controlling the relative movements of the
needle and shuttle, whereby the shuttle enters
between the needle and its thread while the
1}eedle is arrested after a short retrograde
movement, substantially as and for the pur
pose herein specified.
4. The employment, in a sewing-machine, of
a table which presents a surface for the sup
port of the material to be sewed on every side

of or all around the needle, in combination
with a feeding device, substantially as herein
described.
5. The circular rest W, applied in front of

the machine, substantially as described, for the
purpose of supporting and affording conve
ience for sewing articles of circular or tubu
lar form, as herein set forth.
6. Bringing up the needle after the stitch is
formed by a spring, t, or its equivalent, oper
ating, substantially as herein described, for
the purpose of tightening up the stitch, after
the mauner of hand-sewing.
7. Broducing friction upon or gripping the
needle-thread between the seam and the bob
bin or spool from which the said thread is sup
plied by means of the spring and catch or its
equivalent, substantially as and for the pur
poses herein specified.
S. In a sewing-machine, feeding the cloth or
other substance to determine the space be
tween the stitches by the friction of the sur
face of the periphery of the feed-wheel or any
equivalent feeding device, substantially as
specified, in combination with a spring press
ure plate or pad which grips the cloth or other
Substance against such feeding-surface, sub

sially as specified, and for the purpose set
9. Projecting the operative part of the sur
face of the feeding apparatus through the sur-,
face of the table, substantially as described,
so that such feeding-surface may act on a por
tion of the under surface of the material to give
the required feeling motion to space the stitch
orth.

es, while the other portions of said material slide
on the table, which answers the purpose of
freeing the said material from the feeding-sur
face and to cover and protect the parts of the
feeding device which are below the table.
10. The combination of mechanism substan
tially such as is herein described, so that the
cloth or other material to be sewed, being placed
upon the machine under the pressure-pad, will
be automatically carried forward to receive
the stitches, substantially as herein described,
and so that seams of any desired length may
be conveniently sewed into curves or figures,
at the will of the operator.
JAMES G. WILSON,
Assignee of Wm. H. Akins and J. D. Felthouse.

Witnesses:

S. H. WALEs,

J. D. BUCKLEY.

